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yes, my mobile data and other services are working, but it's not showing lte/4g under mobile
networks. i read in one article that all s6 edge with wind are locked with csc so thats what i needed to
do. i am doing that *#272 plus emi number but it is not working. please help if possible. thanks hi, i

have unlocked my samsung j400f tablet. now my mobile data and other services are working perfect.
the only thing is that it is not showing lte/ 4g under mobile networks. i read in one article that all s6

edge with wind are locked with csc so thats what i needed to do. i am doing that *#272 plus emi
number but it is not working. please help if possible. thanks hey yes, i can unlock my s6 edge for the
usa csc. i can get the code for the csc from any service provider. this csc will unlock verizon, cingular,
t-mobile usa. there are some other carriers csc codes that will also unlock the phone. all i have to do

to get them is unlock my device using the *#400 command and then i have to enter the csc code that
i have received for the carrier that i wish to unlock my phone for. hi mr. rakesh, i am a uk citizen and

have an unlocked samsung j400f. but its not working for the uk csc for 3 months of activation. is there
any way to unlock the device without paying a huge amount. kindly, reply if there is. thanks hey, i can

unlock my phone for verizon csc, but when i enter the code i get a force close response. any other
carrier phone can be unlocked but i can't enter the csc. the sequence of the csc is *#400# and then

the csc code i have from the phone provider.

Samsung J400F Network Unlock Firmware Country Lock
Firmware

well, the 3 steps you listed can be applied to all gsm phones.now as for csc, i am not sure what it is.
based on the instructions, the phone needs to be in csc mode, which means there are two modes: 1.
national (or csc): the phone is activated with a particular carrier's network. therefore, the phone will
be activated on the carrier's network and will receive network-associated features, such as 3g, visual
voicemail, etc. (check your provider's website for more details about csc and mcc.) 2. international (or
ins): the phone is activated with a particular country's network. therefore, the phone will be activated

on the country's network and will receive international network-associated features, such as gsm,
visual voicemail, etc. to determine what country the code is locked for, simply choose "country" from
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the left list and input the country code of the device and press "submit". if the list on the right
contains countries you are allowed to unlock the device to, the program will remove those

restrictions. on the other hand, if you do not find any country you can unlock the device, simply
choose "all" and press "submit". if it doesn't unlock your device, try to input other country code, which
is allowed to unlock it, into the "country" list. after you choose "all" to unlock all the restrictions, try to
use "country restricted" again. on the other hand, if you click "try again" and give up, the program is

trying to make any compromise to get the restrictions removed from your device. but if the
restrictions are really locked, it is not an easy job to overcome the restrictions 5ec8ef588b
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